
Y now, we have all heard the one about London
buses and Group 1 winners: the Johnston stable
had not sent out a Group 1 winner for a while,
then two came along at once.

Regardless, Group 1 winners are hard to come by for any
yard, so Gear Up’s thrilling win in the Criterium de Saint-
Cloud and Subjectivist’s dominant display in the Prix
Royal-Oak at Longchamp are noteworthy in any
circumstance.

Four years had passed since The Last Lion won the
Middle Park Stakes of September, 2016 – but so had
hundreds of winners at every other level. In this article, I
will show how misleading the Group 1 hiatus has been, for
the quality of horses in the stable has never been higher.

To measure the trend in Group success over time, we will
use a moving window. Statisticians use a moving window
to measure the aggregation of occasional events over a
suitable period of time. To smooth out the trend and make it

meaningful, it is necessary to select the optimal size of the
window: in this case, a one-year window would cause the
total of Group wins to jump around too much, causing what
we would call too much “noise”. By contrast, a 10-year
window would react to a significant movement in the trend
too slowly; we would say there is not enough “signal”.

In other words, a good statistician seeks to maximise the
signal-to-noise ratio in a statistic which can be achieved
mathematically using various tests which are far too boring
to go into here.

So, using our moving window, if we select an end-point
like 25/10/2020 – which is the latest one before this article
was submitted – and go back three years to 25/10/2017, we
can collect the number of wins in that window and plot the
point on a graph. 

EXT, we slide the window back one day and do the
same. The results, shown in the graph opposite, is
the moving aggregate of wins at Group 1/2/3 level

and the total of Group wins for the Johnston Racing stable.
In the bottom right corner of the graph, the uptick in the

blue line is the change from zero Group 1 wins to two
Group 1 wins in the three-year-window caused by the
exploits of Gear Up and Subjectivist. But, trace the blue
line back from right to left and you can see that it contains
the least amount of information about the true quality of the
Johnston Racing stable at any point in time; there are long
periods when the line remains at the same level before it
jumps up or jumps down, seemingly at random.

This is a great example of a line typical for a statistic
which has a low (poor) signal-to-noise ratio. Group 1 races
are simply too rare and too hard to win. Look now at the
yellow and green lines, representing Group 2 and Group 3
wins. A trend becomes observable at Group 2 level and is
clearer still at Group 3 level. But it is not until we add all
Group wins together (red line) that it is obvious what is
going on: since mid-2016, the three-year moving aggregate
of Group wins has tripled.

This is all the more remarkable when you consider the
rational buying policy of Johnson Racing which is
constrained more than many of the operators who buy the
quality of stock needed to prevail regularly at the upper
echelons of the sport. 

RIOR to the Group 1 double, the surge in total
Group wins could be viewed as being a leading
indicator that the drought was about to end. The use

of leading indicators to predict relatively rare events from
more common ones is a staple of sports analytics. In
football, for instance, a team’s total number of shots in one
match is a leading indicator of its future goal-scoring
potency in future matches because shots are far more
common than goals (and correlated with them). (In fact,
shots outperform goals themselves as a predictor of future
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In a previous article, I have displayed the use of a similar

idea in predicting a trainer’s total number of wins in a
future season. If you add wins to seconds in one year and
halve the result, this will be closer to next year’s win total
than just using this year’s wins. Wins and seconds
combined has a better signal-to-noise ratio as a predictor of
future wins because a trainer can get unlucky in one season
and have a disproportionate number of seconds. 

But what of predicting the future of the two Group 1
winners themselves?

Gear Up is a particular favourite of this writer and was
the subject of an entire column two months ago. The focus
was his generosity in the Group 3 Acomb Stakes and the
brilliance of the ride given to him by Silvestre De Sousa.
The colt learned how to fight that day because his rider
played his part in a thrilling equine-human positive
feedback loop, propelling him to increasing levels of
intensity as he flowed through the hottest part of the race.

EITHER Gear Up’s outstanding courage nor his
lack of top-flight pace needed reinforcement in
France – a gallant fourth in the steadily-run Group

2 Royal Lodge Stakes since York had showcased as much.
Let’s not pretend he is going to win a 2,000 Guineas. But,

granted soft ground in the Derby, he will force many of his
contemporaries to quit before the end of a mile and a half. 

If Gear Up was game, then the year-older Subjectivist
showed himself cut from the same cloth. He actually routed
the Royal-Oak field in the straight, but the winning margin
was reduced to two lengths by his edging persistently left in
the straight. Why is this praiseworthy? Because when
Subjectivist returned to the winner’s enclosure, it was with
a bent off-fore racing plate. Given that he had shown
nothing like this tendency in previous races, it is a fair bet
he was feeling the effects of the dislodged shoe in the
closing stages. He is a top-class stayer in the making.

OTH Gear Up and Subjectivist have something
other than courage and ability in common. They are
both by Teofilo with whom the stable has a great

record, as documented in the piece on Gear Up. It is
interesting that the stallion – a son of Galileo – has a good
record on a sound surface and it should be remembered that
the soft ground prevalent for the Group 1 double is needed
only for its capacity to make a race a sterner test of stamina. 

Both Gear Up and Subjectivist (who is thought best
when relatively fresh) should be reasonably effective on a
sounder surface next year. And you can bet your life they
won’t be withdrawn because of the going not being soft.
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